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Scottish Feminist Judgments 2019-12-12
an innovative collaboration between academics practitioners activists and artists this timely and provocative book
rewrites 16 significant scots law cases spanning a range of substantive topics from a feminist perspective exposing
power politics and partiality feminist judges provide alternative accounts that bring gender equity concerns to the
fore whilst remaining bound by the facts and legal authorities encountered by the original court paying particular
attention to scotland s distinctive national identity fluctuating experiences of political sovereignty and unique legal
traditions and institutions this book contributes in a distinctive register to the emerging dialogue amongst feminist
judgment projects across the globe its judgments address concerns not only about gender equality but also about
the interplay between gender class national identity and citizenship in contemporary scotland the book also
showcases unique contributions from leading artists which provoked by the enterprise of feminist judging or by
individual cases offer a visceral and affective engagement with the legal the book will be of interest to academics
practitioners and students of scots law policy makers as well as to scholars of feminist and critical theory and law
and gender internationally

The Foreign Office List and Diplomatic and Consular Year Book for ...
1959
matthew callahan has spent seven years struggling against the insatiable hunger for blood consuming him unable
to stop the vampire inside from preying on humans he keeps himself confined to a lonely existence everything
changes the night he is lured into a trap and taken prisoner by high lord general tarrick a seductive incubus who
feeds off sexual energy forced into the middle of a war between vampires and incubi matthew is used as a weapon
against his own kind although he s desperate for freedom he is unable to deny the burning desire drawing him to
the incubus general he now calls master

Documents of the Assembly of the State of New York 1878
an alphabetical listing of all officers and warrant officers of the army national guard currently serving in an active
status or assigned to the inactive national guard

Captive 2016-08-05
the writers of these novels were involved in various types of activism using approaches ranging from conservative
amelioration to radical militancy their works employ a broad variety of genres from the novel of manners sensation
education and vocation to allegory romance and lesbian fiction volume 4 includes mona maclean medical student
1892

Official Army National Guard Register 1968
today when many parents seem reluctant to have their children vaccinated even with long proven medications the
salk vaccine trial which enrolled millions of healthy children to test an unproven medical intervention seems nothing
short of astonishing in selling science medical historian stephen e mawdsley recounts the untold story of the first
large clinical trial to control polio using healthy children 55 000 healthy children revealing how this long forgotten
incident cleared the path for salk s later trial mawdsley describes how in the early 1950s dr william hammon and
the national foundation for infantile paralysis launched a pioneering medical experiment on a previously untried
scale conducted on over 55 000 healthy children in texas utah iowa and nebraska this landmark study assessed the
safety and effectiveness of a blood component gamma globulin to prevent paralytic polio the value of the proposed
experiment was questioned by many prominent health professionals as it harbored potential health risks but as
mawdsley points out compromise and coercion moved it forward and though the trial returned dubious results it
was presented to the public as a triumph and used to justify a federally sanctioned mass immunization study on
thousands of families between 1953 and 1954 indeed the concept conduct and outcome of the gg study were sold
to health professionals medical researchers and the public at each stage at a time when most americans trusted
scientists their mutual encounter under the auspices of conquering disease was shaped by politics marketing and at
times deception drawing on oral history interviews medical journals newspapers meeting minutes and private
institutional records selling science sheds light on the ethics of scientific conduct and on the power of marketing to
shape public opinion about medical experimentation

Subject-matter Index of Applications for Letters Patent, for the Year
... 1887
biography of elizabeth garrett anderson 1836 1917 first female physician in england by her daughter louisa garrett
anderson

Victorian Social Activists' Novels Vol 4 2021-03-25
this book explores medical and health periodicals of the nineteenth century their contemporary significance their
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readership and how historians have approached them as objects of study from debates about women doctors in
lesser known titles such as the medical mirror to the formation of professional medical communities within french
and portuguese periodicals the contributors to this volume highlight the multi faceted nature of these publications
as well as their uses to the historian medical periodicals far from being the preserve of doctors and nurses were
also read by the general public thus the contributions collected here will be of interest not only to the historian of
medicine but also to those interested in nineteenth century periodical culture more broadly the chapters in this
book were originally published as a special issue of the journal media history

tyhe educational times 1878
an index of correspondence to the times from its inception in 1785 to 1910 when the times educational supplement
was founded it is arranged chronologically and consists of some 20 000 entries each giving the name or pseudonym
of correspondent the relevant topic date and reference

The Navy List 1871
part memoir part self help for teens being me with ocd tells the story of how obsessive compulsive disorder ocd
dragged the author to rock bottom and how she found hope got help and eventually climbed back to a fuller
happier life using anecdotes self reflection guest essays and thorough research dotson explains what ocd is and
how readers with ocd can begin to get better with humor specific advice and an inspiring been there beat that
attitude readers will find the book simultaneously touching and practical

Selling Science 2016-08-01
vols for 1963 include as pt 2 of the jan issue medical subject headings

Elizabeth Garrett Anderson 2016-06-30
thorough and up to date coverage of both the science and practice of organizational psychology this second edition
reflects the latest developments and research in the field using a scientist practitioner model that expertly
integrates multicultural and international issues as it addresses the most current knowledge and topics in the
practice of organizational psychology beginning with a foundation of research methodology this text examines the
behavior of individuals in organizational settings and shows readers how psychological models can be used to
improve employee morale productivity and quality of service written in an accessible style that brings the material
to life author steve jex and new coauthor thomas britt use their experiences as consultants and educators to bring
new features to the second edition including updated chapters particularly those on job attitudes teams and
leadership new people behind the research and illuminating examples boxes new coverage of workplace stress
teams and multicultural socialization more material on personal difference personality and considerations of
diversity extended coverage of financial incentives and executive compensation using descriptive cases to illustrate
workplace issues organizational psychology second edition thoroughly addresses the major motivational theories in
organizational psychology and the mechanisms that organizations use to influence employees behavior

The Charge of the Parasols 1990
from social psychologist dr devon price a fascinating and thorough examination of what they call the laziness lie
which falsely tells us we are not working or learning hard enough filled with practical and accessible advice for
overcoming society s pressure to do more extra curricular activities honors classes 60 hour work weeks side hustles
like many americans dr devon price believed that productivity was the best way to measure self worth price was an
overachiever from the start graduating from both college and graduate school early but that success came at a cost
after price was diagnosed with a severe case of anemia and heart complications from overexertion they were forced
to examine the darker side of all this productivity laziness does not exist explores the psychological underpinnings
of the laziness lie including its origins from the puritans and how it has continued to proliferate as digital work tools
have blurred the boundaries between work and life using in depth research price explains that people today do far
more work than nearly any other humans in history yet most of us often still feel we are not doing enough dr price
offers science based reassurances that productivity does not determine a person s worth and suggests that the
solution to problems of overwork and stress lie in resisting the pressure to do more and instead learn to embrace
doing enough featuring interviews with researchers consultants and experiences from real people drowning in too
much work laziness does not exist encourages us to let go of guilt and become more attuned to our own limitations
and needs and resist the pressure to meet outdated societal expectations

U. S. Army Register 1962
hulda dimeras vaughn was born 11 february 1808 in elizabethtown ontario her parents were charles vaughn 1775
1858 and elizabeth morgan she married alpheus harmon 1798 1842 son of martin harmon and tryphena poole in
1823 in conneaut pennsylvania they had nine children she married loren elias bassett in 1844 in hancock county
illinois they had five children she died in 1886 in clarkston utah descendants and relatives lived mainly in utah and
wyoming
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Cumulated Index Medicus 1991
sophia jex blake led the campaign that won for british women the right to enter the medical profession before
taking up this cause she had studied women s education in england germany and the united states and rejected the
popular contemporary view that higher education would be wasted on women her medical crusade in britain
resulted in women s rights to professional careers and financial independence being more widely accepted after
years of extensive lobbying she founded the london school of medicine for women in 1874 and two years later
largely due to her efforts legislation was passed enabling women to take qualifying examinations in medicine
shirley roberts shows sophia jex blake to have been a determined and resourceful pioneer skilful in winning over
both public and political opinion but she was also an impetuous and at times tactless woman who could provoke
hostility as well as loyalty sophia jex blake is a fascinating account of one woman s struggle for equality

Official Gazette of the United States Patent Office 1945
it is a myth that either of the world wars liberated women the sex disqualification removal act of 1919 was one of
the most significant pieces of legislation in modern britain it marked at once political watershed and a social
revolution the point at which women of 21 and over were recognised in law as being as competent as men but were
they what actually happened when this bill was passed this is the story of what happened next ladies can t climb
ladders focuses on the lives of six women six pioneers forging paths in the fields of medicine law academia
architecture engineering and the church robinson s startling study into the public and private lives of these women
sheds light not on the desires and ambitions of her subjects but how family and society responded to the working
woman and what their legacy looks like today this book is written in their honour it is a book about live subjects
equal opportunity the gender pay gap and whether women can expect or indeed deserve to have it at all an
important and crackingly good read telegraph

Art directory, revised to September 1865 (-September 1885), with
regulations for promoting instruction in art 1866
aaron milleman 1680 1740 was probably born in kent england he may have descended from flemmish people who
emigrated from belgium aaron immigrated to america in about 1700 and settled in rhode island he married ann
case and they were the parents of three daughters well over seven thousand descendants of aaron milleman live
throughout the united states

Reading the Nineteenth-Century Medical Journal 2020-12-28
this study reveals women s hitherto ignored lives as refugees and relief workers during the first world war and
shortly after the focus is on coping with and changing the devastating effects of war on civilians rather than the
fighting of it the connection between these women in humanitarian relief is explored together with the significance
of imperialism and national identity experience of charity work suffrage campaigning relief in previous wars and
personal friendship networks were all important a geographical overview of these wartime activities provides
insight into european civilian experience the ideological and historical roots of relief work are traced and
connections are made with the establishment of new ngos and the league of nations jacket

Thomas Staples, 1748-1825; Family Genealogy 1966
for the second time the european software engineering conference is being held jointly with the acm sigsoft
symposium on the foundations of software engine ing fse although the two conferences have different origins and
traditions there is a significant overlap in intent and subject matter holding the conferences jointly when they are
held in europe helps to make these thematic links more explicit and enco ages researchers and practitioners to
attend and submit papers to both events the esec proceedings have traditionally been published by springer verlag
as they are again this year but by special arrangement the proceedings will be distributed to members of acm
sigsoft as is usually the case for fse esec fse is being held as a single event rather than as a pair of collocated
events submitted papers were therefore evaluated by a single program committee esec fse represents a broad
range of software engineering topics in mainly two continents and consequently the program committee members
were selected to represent a spectrum of both traditional and emerging software engineering topics a total of 141
papers were submitted from around the globe of these nearly half were classified as research pers
aquarterasexperiencepapers andtherestasbothresearchandexperiencepapers twenty nine papers from five
continents were selected for presentation and inclusion in the proceedings due to the large number of industrial
experience reports submitted we have also introduced this year two sessions on short case study presentations

Proceedings of the International Conference on Magnetism,
Nottingham, September 1964 1965
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Proceedings of the International Conference on Magnetism,
Nottingham September 1964 1964

Journal of the Royal Army Medical Corps 1914

Education and The Times 1994

Being Me with OCD 2013-10-18

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Reports 2000

Index Medicus 2003

English Dance and Song 2008

International Financing Review 1997

Organizational Psychology 2008-06-02

Laziness Does Not Exist 2021-01-05

Gathering-- the Scattered Tribes of Hulda Dimeras Vaughn,
1808-1886 & Her Husbands Alpheus Harmon & Loren Elias Bassett
2006

Sophia Jex-Blake 2005-09-27

Transactions of the Japan Society for Aeronautical and Space
Sciences 1973

Ladies Can’t Climb Ladders 2020-01-23

Palmers' Index to the Times Newspaper 1899

Bailey's Index to ̀The Times.' 1899

The Descendants of Aaron Milleman of Kingston, Rhode Island 1994

Excluded from the Record 2009

AMRL-TR. 1967
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Software Engineering - ESEC/FSE '99 2003-05-21

Michael Reasor and Anna Herbert Descendants, and Related
Families of Brown, Pectol, Galloway, Scott, Razor, and McCutcheon
1969
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